Letters to the Editor: Limitations in online learning

Letters to the Editor Send your letters via our online form at sfchronicle/letters Children severely limited by online learning at home San Francisco Chronicle With the next academic year only weeks away,

School is about to start, but Bay Area teachers’ unions and districts still can’t agree on key details for online learning Some teachers did extensive online teaching while others did none or held office hours only. “They need that interaction, they need that teaching. District officials want teachers to report to schools to do distance learning.

These businesses are hiring But some industries - everything from grocery stores to security firms to online learning, e-commerce and shipping businesses - are hiring. Juni Learning: The San Francisco educational technology startup is

'There’s no way we can go back to what we were before': The Bay Area is learning to live with the coronavirus I’ve been teaching infectious diseases to graduate students for 40 years, and about pandemics and how they were certainly going to happen. The coronavirus, for how quickly and efficiently it's traveled

'We have to do better': Bay Area districts scramble to improve distance learning after spring’s chaotic rollout "No one really wants to do remote learning," It really requires a different approach to learning," Kelly said. Noah said he thinks online
teaching will be less chaotic when school starts next month,

*Kickstart a career in big data by learning the most in-demand IT skills* Interested in joining the big leagues of data analytics or machine learning? That's why this training spends so much time teaching the fundamentals of these helpful tools, empowering you to analyze large

*Letters to the Editor: Virtual learning's not a substitute for lab classes* It's not about good or bad teaching, it's about no teaching. Nine weeks into the shutdown, we're still debating which businesses are essential and nonessential, and police officers randomly threaten and

1939's *Gone With the Wind* is a teaching opportunity in 2020 Context takes us from passive viewers to participants in a dialogue and can turn art into a learning experience. Works like this are no longer just entertainment; they can be teaching tools as we continue to

*SF school district already flunked distance learning*. Heather knightOn San Francisco Distance teaching out of schools' grasp By Heather Knight It's the rare San Francisco public schoolkid, parent or teacher who thought our emergency experiment with distance

*Good college teaching does not require sharing air with students* For the past 20 years, I have been publishing
books and articles about effective teaching approaches; the qualities your friends would name are typical of the best teachers. But great teaching and deep

*Distance learning for some kids at SF elementary school came with an extra challenge: No internet connection* &quot;The teacher is teaching online, but he is not receiving any of it,&quot; Ramirez, 26, said of his son’s dilemma. The shift to online learning has also put additional pressure on the school district. &quot;The

*Bay Area charter schools tap tens of millions in federal small business loans* &quot;It would be irresponsible for us to leave any resources on the table as we work to close the achievement gap and provide the best learning environment possible.&quot; Supporters have heralded her as a vanguard
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